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database icons in a large variety of
sizes and colors. Most of the icons
have been designed pixel by pixel,
and they are available in various

sizes. The icons are well designed
with smooth and rounded edges.

They are also packed with a bright
palette of colors and are perfect for
a developer to place a professional

look to his project's interfaces
without hiring a designer or

spending days and even weeks on
designing icons on his own. Icon
sizes include Windows XP and
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8-bit formats. Available formats
are 16x16, 20x20, 24x24, 32x32,

48x48. What’s New in this version:
- Fixed version number. This icon
set includes database related icons:

edit record, add record, delete
record, login, database, user,

administrator, card file and others.
Perfect Database Icons Cracked
2022 Latest Version Version 1.1

Demo: Download the Perfect
Database Icons Demo at no cost.

All icons are delivered in the PNG,
ICO, SVGO and SVG formats.
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Tons of 16x16, 20x20 and 24x24
color icons made to scale. This

icon set includes database related
icons: edit record, add record,

delete record, login, database, user,
administrator, card file and others.

Perfect Database Icons
Description: This icon set features

ready-made database icons in a
large variety of sizes and colors.

Most of the icons have been
designed pixel by pixel, and they
are available in various sizes. The

icons are well designed with
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smooth and rounded edges. They
are also packed with a bright

palette of colors and are perfect for
a developer to place a professional

look to his project's interfaces
without hiring a designer or

spending days and even weeks on
designing icons on his own. Icon
sizes include Windows XP and

8-bit formats. Available formats
are 16x16, 20x20, 24x24, 32x32,

48x48. What’s New in this version:
- Fixed version number. This icon
set includes database related icons:
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edit record, add record, delete
record, login, database, user,

administrator, card file and others.
Perfect Database Icons Version 1.1

Demo: Download the Perfect
Database Icons Demo at no cost.

All icons are delivered in the PNG,
ICO, SVGO and SVG formats.

Tons of 16x16, 20x20 and 24x24
color icons made to scale. This

icon

Perfect Database Icons Crack With Keygen Free [Mac/Win]
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This icon set contains 7 icons in a
total of 3 formats: vector, high
resolution, and transparent. It

contains a small package of eight
high-quality ready icons for use in

various software projects. The
icons are available in 4 sizes:

16x16, 20x20, 24x24, and 32x32.
They can be used in software,

website or information websites.
The icons have been carefully

designed pixel by pixel by
professional artists. They shine
with a bright palette of colors,
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smooth and good-rounded edges.
All the icons are available in all the
formats that can be used for web
projects. There are no registration

restrictions, no complicated
settings and no application size

limitations. It is a perfect tool to
increase the visual appeal of your

software and presentations.
MacroDownload Description: This
icon set contains 8 icons in a total

of 4 formats: vector, hi-res,
transparent and PNG. 6 High
Quality Database Icons is a
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premium icon set designed by very
talented artists and contains 15

professional database icons in four
formats: 16x16, 20x20, 24x24 and

32x32. The icons have been
carefully designed pixel by pixel by

professional artists. They shine
with a bright palette of colors,

smooth and good-rounded edges.
These ready icons will help a

developer to place a truly
professional feel to his project's

interfaces without the need to hire
a designer or spend days and even
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weeks on designing icons on his
own. You can rely on this icon
collection to make your web

products or database software look
more modern and appealing. Color
formats include Windows XP and
8-bit formats. Available sizes are

16x16, 20x20, 24x24, 32x32. This
icon set includes database related

icons: edit record, add record,
delete record, login, database, user,
administrator, card file and others.
KEYMACRO Description: This

icon set contains 15 database icons
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in a total of 4 formats: vector, hi-
res, transparent and PNG. 8

Professional Database Icons -
CREATE is a premium icon set
designed by very talented artists

and contains 15 professional
database icons in four formats:

16x16, 20x20, 24x24 and 32x32.
The icons have been carefully

designed pixel by pixel by
professional artists. They shine
with a bright palette of colors,

smooth and good-rounded edges.
These ready icons will help a
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developer to place a truly
professional feel to his project's
interfaces without the need to

1d6a3396d6
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Perfect Database Icons 

Free and ready to use professional
database icons. 19.5 MB Database
Database Database Icons File Type
Icon Pack - Black Color File Type
Icon Pack - Colorful File Type
Icon Pack - White Color File Type
Icon Pack - Vintage DataBase
Database Icon Pack Database
Database Database Icons DataBase
Database Database Icon Pack
Power Database Database Icon
Pack DataBase DataBase DataBase
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What's New in the Perfect Database Icons?

Perfect Database Icons is a
collection of royalty-free ready-
made icons for use in various
database products, including
software applications, information
websites and presentations. The
icons have been carefully created
pixel by pixel by professional
artists. They shine with a bright
palette of colors, smooth and good-
rounded edges. These ready icons
will help a developer to place a
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truly professional feel to his
project's interfaces without the
need to hire a designer or spend
days and even weeks on designing
icons on his own. You can rely on
this icon collection to make your
web products or database software
look more modern and appealing.
Color formats include Windows
XP and 8-bit formats. Available
sizes are 16x16, 20x20, 24x24,
32x32, 48x48. This icon set
includes database related icons:
edit record, add record, delete
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record, login, database, user,
administrator, card file and others.
Perfect Database Icons License:
Perfect Database Icons is a
collection of royalty-free ready-
made icons for use in various
database products, including
software applications, information
websites and presentations. The
icons have been carefully created
pixel by pixel by professional
artists. They shine with a bright
palette of colors, smooth and good-
rounded edges. These ready icons
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will help a developer to place a
truly professional feel to his
project's interfaces without the
need to hire a designer or spend
days and even weeks on designing
icons on his own. You can rely on
this icon collection to make your
web products or database software
look more modern and appealing.
Color formats include Windows
XP and 8-bit formats. Available
sizes are 16x16, 20x20, 24x24,
32x32, 48x48. This icon set
includes database related icons:
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edit record, add record, delete
record, login, database, user,
administrator, card file and others.
Perfect Database Icons License:
Perfect Database Icons is a
collection of royalty-free ready-
made icons for use in various
database products, including
software applications, information
websites and presentations. The
icons have been carefully created
pixel by pixel by professional
artists. They shine with a bright
palette of colors, smooth and good-
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rounded edges. These ready icons
will help a developer to place a
truly professional feel to his
project's interfaces without the
need to hire a designer or spend
days and even weeks on designing
icons on his own. You can rely on
this icon collection to make your
web products or database software
look more modern and appealing.
Color formats include Windows
XP and 8-bit formats. Available
sizes are 16x16, 20x20, 24x24,
32x32, 48x48. This icon set
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includes database related icons:
edit record, add record, delete
record, login, database, user,
administrator, card file and others.
Perfect Database Icons License:
Perfect Database
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System Requirements:

Windows 10, Mac OS 10.12.5,
10.14, or later 1GB RAM 12GB
Hard Disk Space OpenGL 3.0+
Intel® Core™ i5-2500 or better
NVIDIA GeForce GTX 760 or
AMD Radeon HD 7950 or better
DirectX 11 or higher Source: This
video of unboxing and first
playtesting the Game is from IGN.
They have not been paid or
compensated to make this post or
the above video
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